VERTICAL
POWER
Premium lifting technology for
transporters & Co.
5.0 - 6.5 t
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Great performance:
The strong guys from AUTOPSTENHOJ

Biglift from 5.5 - 6.5 t

The Biglift series from AUTOPSTENHOJ

Sometimes more is simply more!

convinces with strong lifting capacities of

And a lot helps a lot.

5.5 - 6.5 t.
For decades transporters and light trucks have been lifted by
our electro-hydraulic inground lifts.

The double and even triple telescopic swivel arms with our
known range of pads and wheel-supports reach all lifting
points without any problems.

The establishing of distribution centres for goods outside of
bigger cities and the more and more significant online trading
has led to a fast development of vehicles to transport goods
into the cities.

The universal lifting area in combination with the corresponding
lifting pads also enables use for standard cars and also for
e-cars.

Innovative and forward-looking spirit on future developments
on the market, combined with a very close cooperation with
the leading automobile manufacturers, made us already some
time ago change the cylinder’s diameter to 213 mm in order to
guarantee an outstanding stability for the transporters which
become bigger and bigger.
The lifting capacities of 5.5 or 6.5 t for the lifts with swivel
arms correspond exactly to the requirements of the vehicle
manufacturers and the piston distance of 2,300 mm and
especially of 2,650 mm make a smooth drive-on possible.

Of course, for this series we have relied on a thousand times
tested and proven components such as an suboil motor,
flexible synchronization and hard-chromed cylinders with
extensive guides.
The platform types comply with the required width of 650 mm
and with a length of 4.8 m (5.5 t) or 5.5 m (6.5 t).
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Great performance:
The strong guys from AUTOPSTENHOJ

Maestro lifts from 5.0 - 6.5 t

The Maestro series from AUTOPSTENHOJ

Sometimes more is simply more!

convinces with strong lifting capacities of

And a lot helps a lot.

5.0 - 6.5 t.
Especially during the last years there has been a fast
development also for our electro-mechanical 2-post lifts.
In the standard our worldwide-recognized welded posts
including carriage with rollers already guarantee an
incomparable stability.
Powerful motors and high-quality bearings increase the
capacity additionally.
The lifting capacities of 5.0, 5.5 or 6.5 t with swivel arms of
the latest generation correspond exactly to the requirements
of the vehicle manufacturers and the arm construction make
a smooth drive-on possible.

The double and even triple telescopic swivel arms with our
known range of pads and wheel-supports reach all lifting
points without any problems.
The universal lifting area in combination with the corresponding
lifting pads also enables use for standard cars and also for
e-cars.
Of course, for this series we have relied on a thousand times
tested and proven components and reach this way an
outstanding high degree of reliability.
Furthermore, we have a complete product portfolio of 4-post
lifts at our disposal, which comply with the required platform
width and length, too.
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Sharklift 4.55 & 4.65 F 480/550

We do 4-ram, 4-post..
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Biglift 2.55 Fv Uni

Biglift 4.55 Combi Saav

..with a lifting capacity of 5 - 7.2 t

Major 4-post lift 5 - 7.2 t

Illustrations are not binding and optional. Under reserve of dimensional, constructional and technical modiﬁcations! Validity 02/2021.

AUTOPSTENHOJ GmbH
Sandkampstr. 90 I D -48432 Rheine
+49 5971 8602-02
info@autopstenhoj.com

AUTOPSTENHOJ GmbH
Barrit Langgade 188-190 I DK-7150 Barrit
+45 76 82 13 30
info@autopstenhoj.com

